
Professional Services designed for
end-to-end compliance
Libryo’s professional services support risk, legal and compliance departments 
with EHS training, auditing, obligations management and more.

Professional Services

libryo.com



Site-specific compilation
of Libryo Streams
Libryo’s legal compliance solution compiles a customized 
legal register applicable to an individual site - we call 
these Libryo Streams. Each Libryo Stream will consider 
your location, business activities and jurisdiction per 
operation. Every Libryo Stream is automatically updated 
and can be set up with the help of our professional 
services team.

Thousands of regulations. 
Hundreds of obligations.

One platform.

Stay on top of your legal 
requirements, understand 
your obligations and show 

your compliance using 
Libryo’s simple solution.

Site-specific audits Platform training and support

Compliance training courses

Self-assessment coaching

Linking operational risks to 
legislation (for limited countries)

We can complete traditional on-site, remote, or area-
specific audits. These audits will provide you with the 
assurance that your organization is compliant with its 
applicable EHS legislation and identify where any gaps may 
occur. We can also include permit reviews.

Our team will help you gain maximum value from your 
solution. Working with local and global users, our platform 
training ensures that your team fully understands how to 
navigate the platform, what their regulatory obligations are 
and how to maintain overall compliance.

Online compliance training courses can be given to an 
organization, department or set of users. We can customize 
these courses for an individual site or for global teams, and 
base these on your applicability of the law. The training is 
interactive and contributes to CPD points.

Courses include:
• Risk assessment training
• IMS training (combined training for ISO 9001, 14001   

and 45001)
• Legal awareness training:

• For Occupational, Health & Safety
• For Environmental, Health & Safety

If you already complete self-assessments using the Libryo 
Assess Module, or would like to, Libryo’s professional 
services team are on hand to provide you with guidance 
and support. Once completed, we can also perform a 
remote verification of your self-assessment, and keep all of 
this updated.

The Libryo team will help to identify your risks, ensure 
that you understand them and link these directly to your 
relevant legislation - keeping everything logged in one 
platform for future audits and risk assessments.

Navigate complex law 
with certainty.

Get started today

https://libryo.com/libryo-professional-services/

